Assessment of anti-metastatic drug efficacy via localization and quantification of ex vivo murine bone tumor load using high-throughput MRI T1 parametric analysis.
MRI methods show great utility for assessing the growth of tumors metastasized to bone in clinical studies. However, preclinical MRI methods in rodents do not translate well to high-throughput studies of bone tumors, especially for early-stage tumors typically examined in pharmaceutical discovery efforts. To overcome these limitations, an ex vivo MR T1 parametric mapping method has been developed to measure metastasized bone tumor load in murine long bones. This method has been used to assess the therapeutic efficacy of SU11248, a multi-targeted inhibitor with demonstrated anti-tumor activity and reduction of bone loss, in a murine model of metastasized breast tumor cells. The results show precise localizations of relative tumor loads within the bones and reveal significant differences between SU11248-treated and untreated animal groups. The procedures were optimized for simultaneous, high-throughput parallel image acquisition of MRI data for 30 samples and included an automated segmentation method for image processing. The merits of this T1 parametric mapping method are compared with clinical T1-weighted MRI methods, histopathology and bioluminescence imaging of the same murine bone tumor model.